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ANNEX 

Cyprus - EU Accession Treaty 

Protocol on Cyprus 

The Protocol on Cyprus, attached to the Treaty of Accession signed on 1 6  
April 2003 by the Republic o f  Cyprus, provides for rhe suspension of the 
application of the Acquis Communautaire in those areas of rhe Republic of 
Cyprus, where rhe Governmenr of the Republic does nor exercise effective 
conrrol. The Protocol states rhat in the evenr of a political setdemenr, the 
European Council, acting unanimously on rhe basis of a proposa! from the 
Commission, shall decide on the adaptations ro the terms concerning the 
accession of Cyprus ro the European Union with regard to the Turkish 
Cypriot community. Ir notes char nothing in the Prorocol shall preclude 
measures with a view to promoting the economic development of the areas 
the Government does not exercise effective control of and that such 
measures shall not affect the application of the Acquis under the conditions 
set out in the Accession Treaty in any other part of the Republic of Cyprus. 
The protocol underlines that the EU is ready to accommodate the terms of 
a setdement in line with the principles on which the EU is founded and 
expresses the Union's desire that the accession of Cyprus should benefit ail 
Cyprior citizens. The contracting parties reaffirm, in the protocol, their 
commitment to a comprehensive setdement of the Cyprus problem, 
consistent with relevant UN Security Council resolurions and their strong 
support for the efforts of the UN Secretary General to that end. 

The full text of the Protocol reads as follows: 

The High Contracting Parties, 

Reaffirming their commitment to a comprehensive setdement of the Cyprus 
problem, consistent with relevant United Nations Security Resolurions, and 
their strong support for the efforts of the United Nations Secretary General 
to that end, 

Considering that such a comprehensive setdement to the Cyprus problem 
has not yet been reached, 

Considering that it is, therefore, necessary to provide for the suspension of the 
application of the acquis in those areas of the Republic of Cyprus in which the 
government of the Republic of Cyprus does not exercise effective control, 
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Considering that, in the event of a solution to the Cyprus problem this 
suspension shaJl be lifted, 

Considering that the European Union is ready to accommodate the terms of 
such a settlement in line with the principles on which the EU is founded, 

Considering that it is necessary to provide for the terms under which the 
relevant provisions of EU law will apply to the line berween the above
mentioned areas and both those areas in which the government of the 
Republic of Cyprus exercises effective control and the Eastern Sovereign Base 
Area of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland, 

Desiring that the accession of Cyprus to the European Union shall benefit 
ail Cypriot citizens and promote civil peace and reconciliation, 

Considering, therefore, that nothing in this Prorocol shall preclude measures 
with this end in view, 

Considering that such measures shall not affect the application of the acquis 
under the conditions set out in the Accession Treary in any other part of the 
Republic of Cyprus, 

Have agreed upon the following provisions: 

Article 1 

1 .  The application of the acquis shall be suspended in those areas of the 
Republic of Cyprus in which the Government of the Republic of Cyprus 
does not exercise effective control. 

2. The Council, acting unanimously on the basis of a proposai from the 
Commission, shall decide on the withdrawal of the suspension referred to in 
paragraph 1 .  

Article 2 

1 .  The Council, acting unanimously on the basis of a proposai from the 
Commission, shall define the rerms under which the provisions of EU law 
shall apply to the line berween those areas referred to in Article 1 and the areas 
in which the Government of the Republic of Cyprus exercises effective control. 

2. The boundary berween the Eastern Sovereign Base Area and those areas 
referred to in Article 1 shall be treated as part of the external borders of the 
Sovereign Base Areas for the purpose of Part IV of the Annex to the Protocol 
on the Sovereign Base Areas of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and 
Norrhern Ireland in Cyprus for the duration of the suspension of the 
application of the acquis according to Article 1 .  
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Article 3 

1 .  Nothing in the Protocol shall preclude measures with a view ro promoting 
the economic development of the areas referred to in Article 1 .  

2. Such measures shall not affect the application of the acquis under the 
conditions set out in the Accession Treaty in any other part of the Republic 
of Cyprus. 

Article 4 

In the event of a setdement, the Council, acting unanimously on the basis 
of a proposa! frorn the Commission, shall decide on the adaptations to the 
terms concerning the accession of Cyprus to the European Union with 
regard ro the Turkish Cyprior Cornmunity. 

Protocol No 3 on the Sovereign Base Areas of the United Kingdom of 
Great Britain and Northern Ireland in Cyprus 

The Accession Treaty which the Republic of Cyprus signed with the 
European Union shall not apply to the British Sovereign Bases in Cyprus, 
except to the extent necessary to ensure the irnplernentation of agreed 
arrangements. These arrangements relate to the conditions of accession of 
the Republic of Cyprus and another nine countries, who signed the 
Accession Treaty with the EU. 

The Protocol on the British Bases in Cyprus sripulates thar the arrangements 
provided for in rhis Prorocol shall have the sole purpose of regulating the 
particular situation of the Sovereign Base Areas of the United Kingdorn in 
Cyprus and shall not apply to any other rerritory of the Cornmunity, nor 
serve as a precedent, whole or in part, for any orher special arrangements 
which eirher already exist or which might be set up in  another European 
terri tory provided for in Article 299 of rhe Treary. 

According to the Protocol persons residenr or employed in the rerritory of 
the Sovereign Base Areas, who are subject to the social security legislation of 
rhe Republic of Cyprus, shall be treated as if rhey were residenr or employed 
in the rerrirory of the Republic of Cyprus. 

The Protocol notes chat the Republic of Cyprus shall not be required to carry 
out checks on persons crossing their land and sea boundaries with the 
Sovereign Base Areas and any Community restrictions on the crossing of 
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exrernal borders shall not apply in relation to such persons and the United 
Kingdom shall exercise controls on persans crossing the external borders of 
the Sovereign Base Areas. 

The full text of the Protocol reads as follows: 

The High Contracting Parties, 

Recalling that the Joint Declaration on the Sovereign Base Areas of the 
United Kingdom of Great Britain and Norrhern Ireland in Cyprus annexed 
to the Final Act of the Treaty concerning the Accession of the United 
Kingdom to the European Communities provided that the arrangements 
applicable to relations berween the European Economie Community and 
the Sovereign Base Areas will be defined within the context of any agreement 
berween the Community and the Republic of Cyprus, 

Taking account of the provisions concerning the Sovereign Base Areas set out 
in the Treaty concerning the Establishment of the Republic of Cyprus 
(hereafter referred to as the 'Treaty of Establishment') and the associated 
Exchanges of Notes dated 1 6  August 1 960, 

Noting the Exchange of Notes between the Government of the United 
Kingdom and the Government of the Republic of Cyprus concerning the 
administration of the Sovereign Base Areas, dated 16  August 1 960, and the 
attached Declaration by the United Kingdom Government chat one of the 
main abjects to be achieved is the protection of the interests of those 
residenr or working in the Sovereign Base Areas, and considering in this 
context chat the said persons should have, to the extent possible, the same 
treatment as chose resident or working in the Republic of Cyprus, 

Noting further the provisions of the Treary of Establishment regarding 
customs arrangements between the Sovereign Base Areas of the Republic of 
Cyprus and in particular those of Annex F to the said Treary, 

Noting also the commirment of the United Kingdom not ro create cusroms 
posts or at her frontier barriers between the Sovereign Base Areas and the 
Republic of Cyprus and the arrangements made pursuant to the Treaty of 
Establishment whereby the aurhorities of the Republic of Cyprus administer 
a wider range of public services in the Sovereign Base Areas, including in the 
fields of agriculture, customs and taxation, Confirming that the accession of 
the Republic of Cyprus ro the European Union should not affect the rights 
and obligations of the parties to the Treaty of Establishment, 
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Recognising therefore the need to apply certain provisions of the Treaty 
Establishing the European Community and related EC law to the Sovereign 
Base Areas and to make special arrangements regarding the implementation 
of these provisions in the Sovereign Base Areas, 

Have agreed upon the following provisions: 

Article 1 

Article 299 (6) (b) of the Treaty establishing the European Community shall 
be replaced by the following: "(b) This Treaty shall not apply to the United 
Kingdom Sovereign Base Areas of Akrotiri and Dhekelia in Cyprus except to 
the extent necessary to ensure the implementation of the arrangements set 
out in the Protocol on the Sovereign Base Areas of the United Kingdom of 
Great Britain and Northern Ireland in Cyprus annexed to the Act 
concerning the conditions of accession of the Czhech Republic, the Republic 
of Esronia, the Republic of Cyprus, the Republic of Latvia, the Republic of 
Lithuania, the Republic ofHungary, the Republic of Malta, the Republic of 
Poland, the Republic of Slovenia and the Slovak Republic to the European 
Union and in accordance with the terms of that Protocol." 

Article 2 

1 .  The Sovereign Base Areas shall be included within the customs territory 
of the Community and, for this purpose, the cusroms and common 
commercial policy acts listed in Part One of the Artnex to this Prorocol shall 
apply to the Sovereign Base Areas with the amendments set out in the 
Artnex. 

2. The acts on turnover taxes, excise duties and other forms of indirect 
taxation listed in Part T wo of the Annex to this Protocol shall apply ro the 
Sovereign Base Areas with the amendments set out in the Annex as well as 
the relevant provisions applying to Cyprus as set out in the Act concerning 
the conditions of accession of the Czech Republic, the Republic of Estonia, 
the Republic of Cyprus, the Republic of Larvia, the Republic of Lithuania, 
the Republic ofHungary, the Republic of Malta, the Republic of Poland, the 
Republic of Slovenia and the Slovak Republic to the European Union. 

3. The acts listed in Part Three of the Artnex to this Protocol shall be 
amended as set out in the Artnex to enable the United Kingdom to maintain 
the reliefs and exemptions from duties and taxes on supplies to its forces and 
associated personnel which are granted by the Treaty of Establishment. 
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Article 3 

The following Treary and related provisions shall apply to the Sovereign Base 
Areas: 

(a) Tide II of Part Three of the EC Treaty, on agriculture, and provisions 
adopted on the basis; 

(b) Measures adopred under Article 152 (4)(b) of the EC Treacy. 

Article 4 

Persans resident or employed in the territory of the Sovereign Base Areas 
who, under arrangements made pursuant to the Treary of Establishment and 
the associated Exchange of Notes dated 16 August 1 960, are subject ro the 
social security legislation of the Republic of Cyprus shall be treared for the 
purposes of the Council Regulation (EEC) No 1 408/71 of 14  June 1971  on 
the application of social securiry schemes ro employed persons, to self
employed persans and to members of their families moving within the 
Community as if they were resident or employed in the territory of the 
Republic of Cyprus. 

Article 5 

1 .  The Republic of Cyprus shall not be required to carry out checks on 
persans crossing their land and sea boundaries with the Sovereign Base Areas 
and any Community restrictions on the crossing of external borders shall not 
apply in relation ro such persans. 

2. The United Kingdom shall exercise controls on persons crossing the 
external borders of the Sovereign Base Areas in accordance with the 
undertakings set out in Part Four of the Annex to this Protocol. 

Article 6 

The Council, acting unanimously on a proposai from the Commission, may, 
in order ro ensure effective implementation of the objectives of this Protocol, 
amend Articles 2 to 5 above, including the Annex, or apply other provisions 
of the EC Treary and relared Communiry legislation to the Sovereign Base 
Areas on such terms and subject to such conditions as it may specify. The 
Commission shall consult the United Kingdom and the Republic of Cyprus 
before bringing forward a proposa!. 
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Article 7 

l .  Subject to paragraph 2, the United Kingdom shall be responsible for the 
implementation of the Prorocol in Sovereign Base Areas. In particular: 

(a) the United Kingdom shall be responsible for the application of the 
Communiry measures specified in this Prorocol in the fields of customs, 
indirect taxation and the common commercial policy in relation to goods 
entering or leaving the island of Cyprus through a port or airport within 
the Sovereign Base Areas; 

(b) cusroms controls on goods imported into or exported from the island 
of Cyprus by the forces of the United Kingdom through a port or airporr 
in the Republic of Cyprus may be carried out within the Sovereign Base 
Areas; 

(c) the United Kingdom shall be responsible for issuing any licences, 
authorizations or certificares which may be required under any applicable 
Community measure in respect of goods imported inro or exported from 
the island of Cyprus by the forces of the United Kingdom. 

2. The Republic of Cyprus shall be responsible for the administration and 
payment of any Community funds to which persons in the Sovereign Base 
Areas may be entirled pursuant to the application of the common 
agriculrural policy in the Sovereign Base Areas under Article 3 of rhis 
Protocol and the Republic of Cyprus shall be accountable to the 
Commission for such expendirure. 

3. Without prejudice to paragraphs 1 and 2, the United Kingdom may 
delegate to the competent authorities of the Republic of Cyprus, in 
accordance with arrangements made pursuant to the Treaty of 
Establishment, the performance of any funcrions imposed on a Member 
State by or under any provision referred to in Articles 2 to 5 above. 

4. The United Kingdom and the Republic of Cyprus shall cooperate to 
ensure the effective implementation of this Protocol in the Sovereign Base 
Areas, and where appropriate, shall conclude further arrangements 
concerning the delegarion of the implementation of any of the provisions 
referred to in Articles 2 to 5 and above. A copy of any such arrangements 
shall be submitted to the Commission. 
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Article 8 

The arrangements provided for in this Prorocol shall have the sole purpose 
of regulating the particular situation of the Sovereign Base Areas of rhe 
United Kingdom in Cyprus and shall not apply to any other terrirory of the 
Community, nor serve as a precedent, in whole or in part, for any orher 
special arrangements which eirher already exist or which might be set up in 
another European terri tory provided for in Article 299 of the Treaty. 

Article 9 

The Commission shall report to the European Parliament and the Council 
every five years on the implementation of the provisions of this Protocol. 

ANNEX 

References to this Protocol to Directives and Regulations shall be interpreted 
as references to those Directives and Regulations as amended or substituted 
from time to time and their implementing acts. 

PART I 

1 .  Council Regulation (EEC) No 2913/92 of 1 2  October 1 992 establishing 
the Community Customs Code of which Article 3 (2) shall be replaced by 
the following: " 2. The following territories situated outside the territories 
situated outside the territory of the Member States shall, taking the 
conventions and treaties applicable to them into account, be considered to 
be part of the customs territory of the Community: 

(a) FRANCE 

The territory of the principality of Monaco as defined in the Customs 
Convention signed in Paris on 1 8  May 1 963 (Official Journal of the 
French Republic of 27 September 1963, p. 8679); 

(b) CYPRUS 

The territory of the United Kingdom Sovereign Base Areas of Akrotiri and 
Dhekelia as defined in the Treaty concerning the Establishment of the 
Republic of Cyprus, signed in Nicosia, on 16  August 1 960 (United 
Kingdom Treaty Series No 4 ( 1961)  Cmnd. 1252)"; 

2. Council Regulation (EEC) No 2658/87 of 23 July 1987 on the tariff and 
statistical nomenclature and on the Common Customs Tarrif; 
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3. Council Regulation (EEC) No 9 1 8/83 of 28 March 1 983 setting up a 
Community system of reliefs from customs duty; 

4. Commission Regulation (EEC) No 2454/93 of 2 July 1993 laying down 
provisions for the implementation of Council Regulation (EEC) No 
2913/92 establishing the Community Customs Code; 

5. Council Regulation (EEC) No 3677/90 of 13 December 1 990 laying 
down measures to be taken to discourage the diversion of certain substances 
ro the illicit manufacture of narcotic drugs and psychotropic substances; 

6.Council Directive 92/ 109/EEC of 1 4  December 1 992 on the manufacture 
and the placing on the market of certain substances used in the illicit 
manufacture of narcotic drugs and psychotropic substances; 

7. Council Regulation (EEC) No 39 1 1 192 of 9 December 1992 on the 
export of cultural goods; 

8. Council Regulation (EC) No 3295/94 of22 December 1 994 laying clown 
measures concerning the entry into the Community and the export and re
export from the Community of goods infringing certain intellectual 
property rights; 

9. Commission Regulation (EC) No 1 367/95 of 1 6  June 1 995 laying clown 
provisions for the implementation of Council Regulation (EC) No 3295/94 
laying clown measures concerning the entry into the Community and the 
export and re-export from the Community of goods infringing certain 
intellectual property rights; 

10 .  Council Regulation (EC) No 1 334/2000 of 22 June 2000 setting up a 
Community regime for the control of exports of dual-use items and 
technology. 

PART II 

1 .  Sixth Council Directive 77/388/EEC of 1 7  May 1 977 on the 
harmonisation of the laws of the Member States relating to turnover taxes -
Common system of value added tax: uniform basis of assessment of which: 

a) Article 3(4), first subparagraph, shall be replaced by the following: "By 
way of derogation from paragraph 1 ,  in view of - the conventions and 
treaties which the Principality of Monaco and the Isle of Man have 
concluded respectively with the French Republic and the United Kingdom 
of Great Britain and Northern Ireland, - the Treaty concerning the 
Establishment of the Republic of Cyprus, the Principality of Monaco, the 
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Isle of Man and the United Kingdom Sovereign Base Areas of Akrotiri and 
Dhekelia shall not be rreated for the purpose of the application of this 
Directive as third territories." 

b) Article 3(4), second subparagraph, shall be amended by the addition of 
a third indent as follows: "- the United Kingdom Sovereign Base Areas of 
Akrotiri and Dhekelia are ueated as transactions originating in or intended 
for the Republic of Cyprus."  

2 .  Council Directive 92/12/EEC of 25  February 1992 on the general 
arrangements for products subject to excise duty and on the holding, 
movement and monitoring of such products: Article 2(4) shall be amended 
by the addition of a fifth indent as follows: "- the United Kingdom 
Sovereign Base Areas of Akrotiri and Dhekelia are rreated as transactions 
originating in or intended for the Republic of Cyprus." 

PART III 

1 .  Article 135 of Council Regulation (EEC) No 9 1 8/83 of28 March 1 983 
setting up a Community system of reliefs from customs duty shall be 
amended by the addition of a new point (d), as follows: "(d) by the United 
Kingdom of the reliefs on importations of goods for the use of its forces or 
the civilian staff accompanying them or for supplying their messes or 
canteens resulting from the Treaty of Establishment concerning the Republic 
of Cyprus, dated 16  August 1 960". 

2. Sixth Council Directive 77 /388/EEC of 17 May 1 977 on the 
harmonisation of the laws of the Member States relating to turnover taxes -
Common system of value added tax: uniform basis of assessment, shall be 
amended: 

(a) by the insertion of a fourth iodent in Article 14( 1 )  point (g), as follows: 
" - The exemptions set out in the third indent, shall extend to imports by 
and supplies of goods and services to the forces of the United Kingdom 
stationed in rhe island of Cyprus pursuant to rhe Treaty of Establishment 
concerning the Republic of Cyprus, dared 16  August 1 960, which are for 
the use of the forces or the civilian staff accompanying them of for 
supplying their messesor canteens." 

(b) by the replacement of point (b) of Article 1 7(3) with the following: 
"(b) transactions which are exempt under Article 14 ( l ) (g)(i) and under 
Articles 1 5 ,  and 16 ( l ) (B) and (C), and paragraph 2".  
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3. Article 23( 1 ) ,  first subparagraph, of Council Directive 92/1 2/EEC of 25 
February 1992 on the general arrangements for products subject to excise 
duty and on the holding, movement and monitoring of such products shall 
be amended by the addition of a new indem, as follows: "- for the armed 
forces of the United Kingdom stationed in the island of Cyprus pursuant to 
the Treaty of Establishment concerning the Republic of Cyprus dated 1 6  
August 1960, for che use of those forces, for the civilian staff accompanying 
rhem or for supplying their messes or canteens" .  

PART IV 

1 .  In this Protocol : 

(a) "external borders of the Sovereigns Base Areas" means their sea 
boundaries and their airports and seaports, but not their land or sea 
boundaries with the Republic of Cyprus; 

(b) 'crossing points' shall mean any crossing point aurhorised by the 
competent authorities of the United Kingdom for the crossing of external 
borders. 

2. The United Kingdom shall only allow the external borders of the 
Sovereign Base Areas to be crossed ac crossing points. 

3. (a) Nationals of chird countries shall only be permicted to cross the 
external borders of the Sovereign Base Areas if 

(i) they possess a valid travel document; 

(ii) they are in possession of a valid visa for the Republic of Cyprus, if 
required; 

(iii) they are engaged in defence-related activity or are the family 
member of a person who is engaged in such activity; and 

(iv) they are not a threat to national security 

(b) The United Kingdom may only derogate from these conditions on 
humanitarian grounds, on grounds of national interesc or in order to 
comply wich its international obligations. 

(c) For the purpose of the undertaking in letter (a)(ii) members of a force, 
civilian component and dependants, as defined in annex C to the Treaty 
of Establishment, shall be treated as not requiring a visa for the Republic 
of Cyprus. 
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4. The United Kingdom shall carry out checks on persans crossing the 
external borders of the Sovereign Base Areas. These checks shall include the 
verification of travel documents. Ali persans shall undergo at least one such 
check in order to establish their identity. 

5. The competent authorities of the United Kingdom shall use mobile units 
to carry out external border surveillance between border crossing points and 
at crossing points oucside of normal opening hours. This surveillance shall 
be carried out in such a way as to discourage people from circumvencing the 
checks at crossing points. The comperent authorities of the United Kingdom 
shall deploy enough suitably qualified officers ro carry out checks and 
surveillance along the exrernal borders of the Sovereign Base Areas. 

6. The United Kingdom authorities shall maintain constant close co
operation with the authorities of the Republic of Cyprus wich a view to the 
effective implementation of checks and surveillance. 

7. (a) An applicant for asylum who fost entered the island of Cyprus from 
outside the European Community by one of the Sovereign Base Areas 
shall be taken back or readmitted to the Sovereign Base Areas at the 
request of the Member State of the European Community in whose 
cerritory the applicant is present. 

(b) The Republic of Cyprus, bearing in mind humanicarian considerations, 
shall work wich the United Kingdom with a view tO devising praccical ways 
and means of respeccing the righcs and sacisfying the needs of asylum 
seekers and illegal migrants in the Sovereign Base Areas, in accordance wich 
the relevant Sovereign Base Area Administration legislation. 

Declaration by the European Commission 

The European Commission confoms ics understanding that the provisions of 
Community law applicable t0 the Sovereign Base Areas pursuant co Article 

3(a) of this Protocol include: 

(a) Regulacion (EC) No 3448/93 of 6 December 1 993 laying clown the 
trade arrangements applicable to certain goods resulcing from the 
processing of agricultural products; 

(b) Co un cil Regulacion (EC) No 126011999 of 2 1  June 1 999 laying clown 
general provisions on the Structural Funds, to the extent required by 
Council Regulation (EC) No 1257/1999 of 1 7  May 1999 on support for 
rural development from the European Agriculture Guidance and Guarantee 
Fund (EAGGF) for the purpose of financing rural development measures in 
the Sovereign Base Areas under the EAGGF Guarantee Section. 
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